A notion of association of probability measures on partially ordered (Polish) spaces is introduced and its basic properties are investigated. This generalizes the classical notion of association among random variables, due to Esary, Proschan, and Walkup. The relation between association and monotone stochastic kernels is investigated and a theorem of Jogdeo is generalized. The general theory is applied to stochastic processes with both discrete and continuous time parameter and partially ordered state spaces. Also, an application to mixtures of statistical experiments is included.
1. INTRODUCTION Esary, Proschan, and Walkup [ 131 introduced the notion of association for sets of random variables. The random variables X, , X,, . . . . X, are called associated if CoWX, 2 . . . . X"), g(X, 2 . ..v X,)1 2 0 for every pair of increasing functions f, g: Iw" -+ [w for which the covariance exists. Association is a type of positive dependence among random variables, which has proven useful in establishing bounds and inequalities in statistics and probability theory. (See, e.g., [ 1, 2, 11, 20, 21,253.) Recently, central limit theorems for associated random variables have been considered in [8, 181.
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for all x, y, we have Cf(x)n(x)a(x)(~p(~))Z~f(+)~(X)~R(P)P(4') (1.1) x r x P for all increasing ( < ) real functions f, g on Q. Note that if p is the probability distribution of a random variable X on 0, then (1.1) states that Cov(f cn g(X)) a 0.
In the present paper we introduce the notion of association of probability measures P on a partially ordered Polish space E (i.e., a complete, separable metric space furnished with a closed order), thereby covering all the cases mentioned above. In particular, for the notion of timeassociation, if the process under consideration is governed by a measure P on the space E of the possible trajectories, then time-association corresponds to P being an associated measure on E. Thus, in order to cover the case when E is the set of right-continuous functions with left-hand limits, endowed with the Skorohod topology, it is necessary to allow E to be a Polish space. Results from Nachbin [24] will be useful in the study of partially ordered spaces.
As it turns out, the notion of association is closely related to monotonicity of stochastic kernels. A key reference here, which will be frequently referred to, is the paper by Kamae et al. [22] . Another reference is the recent book by Stoyan [30] . An interesting result on monotone Markov chains on partially ordered spaces is given by Brown and Chaganty [ 51.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notations and definitions concerning partially ordered spaces. The definition of an associated probability measure is then given in Section 3, together with some simple properties. It is pointed out how the basic results on classical association [ 133 carry over to the more general case treated here. The notion of monotone and associated stochastic kernels is introduced in Section 4. The main result of this section, Theorem 4.1, shows how such kernels are important for determining association. In Sections 5 and 6 we show how Theorem 4.1 can be applied to stochastic processes with discrete and continuous time, respectively. In the final section, Section 7, we give an example concerning "associated mixtures" of statistical experiments.
PARTIALLY ORDERED POLISH SPACES (POP-SPACES)
A Polish space E with a closed partial ordering < will be called a POPspace. If E,, E,, . . . are POP-spaces, then the product spaces E, x E, x . . . will always be given the product topology and the partial order (Xl, x2, . ..)G(Yl. Y,, -1 iff x,<y, fori=1,2 ,....
Note that the notation 6, when no confusion can arise, will be used for the partial order of any space considered. If E = [w, then E is always given the usual Euclidean topology. A subset A of a POP-space E is called tofully ordered if x 6 y or y <x holds for all pairs x, y E A. A subset A c E is called increasing (decreasing) if XE A, x 4 y (x 3 y) implies ye A. Let y(E) (9(E)) denote the set of increasing (decreasing) sets in S?(E), where .%3(E) denotes the Bore1 a-field in E. If E,, E, are POP-spaces, then we shall call a function f: E, + E2 increasing (decreasing) if x, y E E,, x < y implies f(x) <J(y) (f(x) >f( y)). If E, = E, Ez = Iw, then the set of bounded increasing (decreasing) measurable functions f is denoted j*(E) (9*(E)).
For a subset A of a POP-space E, let Inc(A) = { y: y B x for some x E A} and let for all XE E, C,= { y: y > x}. Let Dee(A) and D, be defined similarly, with the inequalities > reversed. Call CE#(E) (DEGS(E)) compact generated if C = Inc(K) (D = Dee(K)) for some compact set KE B(E). Then C and D are closed sets by Proposition 4 [24, p. 441. The POP-space E will be called normally ordered if for every pair of disjoint compact generated sets F,E~(E), F, Ed there exist a continuous f~f*(E) with j"(x) = 0 for all XE F,, f(x) = 1 for all x E F,, and 0 <f(x) < 1 for all x E E. (Note that this condition is slightly weaker than the one defining a normally ordered space in [24] and which was also used by Whitt [32] .)
A compact POP-space E is always normally ordered by Theorem 4 [24, p. 481. If E is not compact, then the following sufficient conditions for normality may be useful. Let d be the metric on E, and let for x E E and A, B&E, d(x, B)=inf{d(x, y): YEB}, d(A, B)=inf{d(x, y):x~A, yeB}. Then E is normally ordered if the following conditions (used by Noebels [27] in connection with partial ordering of probability measures) both holds:
(Nl ) d( D,, C,.) = 0 implies y < x for all x, y E E,
The assertion is easily proved by using, e.g., Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 in [27] . Conditions (Rl) and (R2) below, used by Riischendorf [29] , together imply (Nl) and (N2). Following Nachbin [24] we shall call a POP-space E uniform ordered if there is a semi-metric m defining both the order Q and the topology of E, i.e., if there is a real function m(., .) on E x E satisfying m(x, y) 2 0, m(x, x) = 0, m(x, z) < m(x, y) + m( y, z) (but not necessarily m(x, y) = m( y, x)) such that x d y iff m(x, y) = 0 and d is equivalent to the metric M(x, y) = max {m(x, y), m( y, x)}. It is not diflicult to see that if E is a uniform ordered space and E has the additional property that for every x E E and C E y(E) there is an y E C with y > x, then the M defined above satisfies (Rl ) and (R2) so that E is also normally ordered. It is seen that [w is uniform ordered (and hence normally ordered) by letting m(x, y) = max{x -y, O}. Thus also [w" is uniform (and normally) ordered with ti(x, y) = C;=, m(x,, y,). By Proposition 11 [24, p. 741 , if E is a sup-lattice with the mapping (x, y) -+x v y uniformly continuous, then E is uniform ordered. Likewise [24, Proposition 12, p. 761, a topological Abelian group E is uniform ordered if and only if for all E > 0 there is an q > 0 such that if 0 <x < y and d( y, 0) <q, then d(x, 0) < E. Any compact POP-space E is uniform ordered [24, Proposition 13, p. 791. Finally, we note that if E is a countable set, then the metric d(x, y) = 1 iff x # y (which defines the Polish topology) satisfies (Nl) and (N2).
ASSOCIATION OF PROBABILITY MEASURES ON E
Let k'(E) denote the family of all probability measures on a POP-space E.
DEFINITION.
A measure P E .H( E) is called associated if fYc, n C,) 2 P(C, 1 P(C2) for all Cr , C, E f(E). (3.1) THEOREM 3.1. The following are equivalent for all P E AZ(E).
(i) P is associated. (ii) JfgdP>IfdPfgdPfor alZA gg$*(E).
(iii) P( C, n C,) 2 P(C, ) P( C,) for all closed C, , C, E y(E). (iv) P(C, n C2) 2 P(C,) P(C,) for all compact generated, C,, C, E Y(E).
Moreover, if E is normally ordered, then each of the above conditions is also equivalent to:
ProoJ That (i) o (ii) follows by a simple approximation argument. That (i)* (iii)* (iv) is clear. Suppose therefore that (iv) holds and let C,, C2 E y(E). Choose E > 0. Since E is Polish there exist compact sets Kjc Cj with P(Ci)-P(K,)<& (i= 1,2). Let Hi=Inc(Ki). Then KicHic Cj and P( Ci) -P(H,) < E. Since now Hi is compact generated it follows (as (iv) holds) that
Now (iv) * (i) follows by letting E + 0. Suppose now that E is normally ordered. As (ii) * (v) we are done if we can show that (v)* (iv). Assume therefore that (v) holds and let .s>O be given. Let C E f(E) be compact generated. There is a compact set Fc Cc (the complement of C) with P( Cc) -P(F) < E. Let FO = Dee(F). Then FO c Cc (as Cc E 9(E)) and P( Cc) -P(FO) < E. Since E is normally ordered there is a continuous f E j*(E) with 0 <f 6 1 and f = 0 on F,, and f = 1 on C. It is clear that P(C)<j-f dP $ p(F",) < p(c) + E.
Let now C,, C2 E 2(E) be compact generated and let f,, fi correspond to C,, C,, respectively, in the same way as f corresponds to C above. Then it is seen that I fi fzdP<P(C,nC2)+2& so (v) implies -(j"r;dP)(jf,dP)a -26.
Thus (v) + (iv) follows by letting E + 0.
Remarks.
By using P(C,) = P(C, n C,) + P(C, n C;) and similarly for P(C,) it is easy to show that for any sets C,, C, we have P(C, n C,) 2 P( C,) P(C,) if and only if P( C, n C,) P(C; n C",) 2 P(CI n C",) P(C; n C,). Thus, as CE$(E) iff C'E~(E), it follows that in the definition (3.1) of association one can replace y(E) by 9(E). Thus the equivalent statements of Theorem 3.1 are also equivalent to the corresponding ones with y(E) (y*(E)) replaced by Q(E) (g*(E)).
A necessary condition for P E JX(E) to be associated is, by (3.1), that P(C,) >O and P(C,)>O imply P(C,nC,)>O for all Cl,C,~y(E) (g(E)). Thus an associated P cannot assign positive probability to both of two disjoint increasing (decreasing) sets. In particular, if E has the discrete ordering (i.e., x d y iff x = y), then a PEA'(E) is associated only if it assigns probability 1 to a single point.
The classical definition of association, due to Esary, Proschan, and Walkup [ 133, is the special case of our definition obtained when E = LX!". In this case PEA'(E) is the distribution of a vector T = (T,, T2, . . . . T,) of random variables. In [13] the authors list the following properties of association. We shall see how they carry over to the more general case considered here. Here (PI) is in fact a special case of (P4). Our generalization of (P4) is: THEOREM 3.2. Let E,, E, be POP-spaces and let PE JZ(E,) be associated. If f : E, + E, is increasing (and measurable), then the induced measure Pf ~ ' E &'(E,) is associated.
Proof If CE,$(E~), then it is easy to see that ~-'CE~(E,).
Thus, if Cl% C,E2(&),
We next state our generalized version of (P2), which will be proved in Section 4. THEOREM 3.3. Let E,, E, be POP-spaces and suppose P, E A(E,), P, E dtQ'(E,) are both associated. Then P, x P, E JZ(E, x E,) is associated (where P, x PI is the usual product measure).
The property (P3) does not necessarily hold in partially ordered spaces. The following general result holds. THEOREM 
Let P E d(E). If there is a totally ordered set A E B(E)
with P(A) = 1, then P is associated. Moreover, the following two conditions are equivalent :
(i) Evety P E ,X(E) is associated.
(ii) E is totally ordered.
Proof
Let A be given as above and let C, , C2 E f(E). Then either AnC,nC;=@ or AnC;nC,=@.
To see this, suppose xeAn C, n C's, y E A n C; n C,. Then, as A is totally ordered, either x < y or ydx.Ifxdy,thensincex~C~andC,~~(E)wehavey~C,.Buty~C~, so this is impossible. Thus x 6 y and similarly y 4 x, which is a contradiction, proving our claim. Suppose now, for example, that AnC,nC;=@. Then P(C,nC2)=P(AnC,nC;)=0 so P(C,)= P(C, n C,) in which case (3.1) holds. If A n Cp n C2 = 0, then by symmetry (3.1) still holds and the first part of the theorem is proved. That (ii) * (i) is a direct consequence of the first part. Suppose therefore (i) holds and that E is not totally ordered. Then there are x, YE E with x 4 y and y 4 x. Let P assign probability t to each of x and y. Then P( C, n C,,) = 0, but P( C,) P( C,) = $ and P is not associated.
Let (E, < ) be a POP-space as before and let < * be another closed partial ordering on E. Then we shall say that the order d * contains the order d if x < y implies x d * y for all x, y E E. Then if P E A(E) is associated relative to <, P is also associated relative to 6 *. This follows since a set C which is increasing with respect to < * is also increasing with respect to <. Thus in light of Theorem 3.4 one might wonder whether for a given P E A%!(E) there is a coarsest ordering for which P is associated. That such an ordering need not be unique is seen from the following example. EXAMPLE 1. Let E = { 0, 1,2,3 } and let P E A(E) be given by pi= P({i)); i=O, 1, 2, 3. If th e partial ordering of E is given by 0 < 1 < 3, 0 < 2 < 3, then the definition of association implies that P is associated iff POP3aPlP2.
Suppose now p. =O.l, pi = p2 = p3 = 0.3. Then P is not associated relative to the ordering < above. But p, p3 3 pop2, so P is associated relative to the order d * given by 1 Q * 0 < * 3, 1 6 * 2 < * 3. Note that, by the remark following Theorem 3.1, an associated P cannot give positive mass to disjoint increasing (decreasing) sets. In the present case this means that any ordering relative to which P is associated must contain unique minimal and maximal elements. But then the order < * does not contain an order for which P is associated. However, the same minimal property is held by the ordering 1 2 0 z 2, 1 7 3 z 2, so there is no unique coarsest ordering making P associated.
Our version of (P5) is: THEOREM 3.5. Suppose E is normally ordered and let {P,} be a sequence in A'(E) with each P, associated. If P, =z-P for some PE A(E), then P is associated.
Let f, g be bounded and continuous in y*(E). Then by assumption we have j fg dP, 2 J f dP, J g dP, for all n. Letting n + co it follows from P, * P that 1 fg dP > f f dP j g dP and so P is associated by Theorem 3.1.
MONOTONE AND ASSOCIATED STOCHASTIC KERNELS
Let, as before, A(E) denote the family of all probability measures on a POP-space E. If P, Q E A!(E) then, following [22] , we shall write P < Q if jfdP<Jf dQ f or all f E f*(E) or, equivalently, P(C) < Q(C) for all C E $(E). (For other equivalent conditions, see [22, Theorem 11 .) Let E,, E, be POP-spaces. A stochastic kernel in E, x E, is a function
for each A E @(E2) and (ii) k(x, .) E A'(E,) for each XE E,. The collection of stochastic kernels in E, x E, will be denoted X(E,, E2).
For PEA' (E,) and kEX(E,, E2) we define P * kEA(El x E2) by WW,W=j k(x,A,)P(dx); A, E B(E, ), A2 E @:(&I Al [22] ).
We introduce now the notion of an associated kernel k. We shall call k E X(E,, E,) associated if k(x, .) E A!(E*) is associated for each x E E,.
The following theorem generalizes the theorem of Jogdeo [20] (who proves (i) -(ii) when E, = R", E, = R"). (i) k is both monotone and associated.
(ii) P * k (E A'(E, x E,)) is associated whenever PEA?(E,) is associated.
Proof
Suppose that (i) holds. Let P E A(E,) be associated and let h gE$*(E, x E2). Then where at (1) we used that k(x,, .) is associated for each x1 E E, and at (2) we used that P is associated, together with the fact that the function x1 -+ jEZf(x,,xZ) k(x,,dx,) is in $*(E,) (which follows since f is increasing and k is monotone). This proves that (i) =z-(ii).
Conversely, assume that (ii) holds and let P be a unit mass at x E E, (so that P is trivially associated). Then k(x, .) = (P * k)(E, x .), so (ii) implies that k(x, .) is associated. To prove that k is also monotone, suppose it is not. Then there are x, YE E, with x < y and a C'E~(E~) with k(x, C) > k( y, C). Let now P give mass 4 to each of x and y. Then P is associated by Theorem 3.4 and one finds that (P * k)(C, x E2 n E, x C) = k( y, C)/2 (P * k)(C, x E,) = + (P * k)W, x C) = Ck(x, C) + k(J-5 C)lP > 4x a which shows that P * k is not associated. The resulting contradiction implies that k is monotone.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Theorem 3.3 follows from Theorem 4.1 by putting P = P, and k(x, .) = P, for all x E E, .
Let now E,, E,, E, be POP-spaces. If k, E X(E,, E,) and k, E X(E,, E,), then the composition k, k, is defined to be the element of X(E,, E,) given by k,k,(x,A)=Sk,(x,dx,)k,(x,,A); XEE,, Ae@(E3).
COROLLARY 4.2. Let k, eX(E,, E2) and k,EX(E,, E,) be monotone and associated kernels. Then k, k, E X(E, , E3) is monotone and associated.
Proof: That k,k, is monotone follows from Proposition 1 in [22] . Thus we need to prove that k, k, is associated. Let XE E,. Then k,k,(x, .I = Ck,(x, .)I * ME, x .I so it follows from Theorem 4.1 that k, k, is associated.
Remarks.
Suppose E, and E, are subsets of F% and let Xi, X, be real random variables with k(x, .) denoting the conditional distribution of X, given X, = x. Then if k is assumed fixed, Theorem 4.1 states that (X, , X,) is associated whatever be the marginal distribution of X, if and only if k is monotone. If, however, "whatever be the marginal distribution" is replaced by "for some marginal distribution," then "only if" need not hold. Trivial examples can be given by letting, for example, X, be a.s. constant. An example where the support of X, is all of E, is given in Esary and Proschan [12, p. 6513. In fact they show that the following implications are strict: k is monotone * P(X, 3 x2 1 X, 3 x1) is increasing in x1 for each fixed x2 E E, = (X, , X,) is associated.
In Section 5 we give an example of a stationary Markov chain {Xn}F=O for which the pairs (X,, X,) are associated for all m, n 2 0, even though the transition kernel is not monotone.
In connection with Corollary 4.2 we shall show by an example that if k,, k, are associated kernels, then still k,k, need not be associated. Let E,=E2=E3={0, 1,2,3} with 0<1<3, 0~263 and let k,=k*-k be given by k(0, y)=$ for y=O, 1,2,3; k(1, l)=k(2,3)= k(3, l)= 1. Then k*(O, 0) = k*(O, 3) = l/16, k*(O, 1) = 9/16, k*(O, 2) = 5/16 and thus k* (=kk) is not associated.
ASSOCIATION OF DISCRETE TIME STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Let E,, E,, . . . be POP-spaces and let ECco) = E, x E, x . . . . For n = 1,2, . . . let rc,: ECm)-+ E, x ... x E, = EC") be the projection n,(x,, x2, . ..) = (XI 3 x2, ..., x,). Then we have: THEOREM 5.1. rf E'no' is normally ordered, then PEA?(E(~)) is associated $ and only if the projections PXC, L E .H(EcnJ) of P are associated ,for each n = 1, 2, . . . . Proof The basic idea of the proof is borrowed from the proof of Proposition 2 in [22] . It clearly suflices to prove "if." Let (z,, z2, . ..) be a fixed element of EC"). For n = 1,2, _.. define f,: EC"' -+ ECC4) by f,(xl, . . . . x,) = (x1, . . . . x,, z,+ 1, z, +*, . ..). Then f, is increasing and Theorem 3.2 implies that the measures P, = Pq 'f ;' E A(E(OO)) are associated. The sequence {P,} is tight, as shown in the proof of Proposition 2 in [22] , and so there is a subsequence {n'} and a P' E A'(E) with P,, = P'. As concluded in [22] , we have P' = P. But then Theorem 3.5 implies that P is associated.
The following result is of importance for determining whether, in specific cases, EC") is normally ordered. Remark. It would be more satisfactory to have a result stating that E(=) is normally ordered whenever each E'"' is. The present author has, however, not been able to prove such a result.
Let k, E ,X(E'"', E,,, ,) for n = 1, 2, . . . and P, E Af(E,) be given. Then, as is well known, there is a unique measure P on E(O") and random variables X, on E, (n = 1,2, . ..) such that the distribution of X, is PI and the conditional distribution of X,,, i given Xi, X,, . . . . X, is defined by k, (n = 1, 2, . ..). The process {Xn} will be called associated if its distribution P E JZ(ECao)) is associated.
COROLLARY 5.3. The process {X,} given as above is associated if Et*' is normally ordered, P, is associated, and the kernels k, are all monotone and associated.
Proof. The distribution of (Xi, X,, . . . . X,) is given by P,*k,*k,*.+.*k,+,, which is associated by Theorem 4.1. The result then follows from Theorem 5.1.
For a Markov chain (X,,>, the kernels k, can be taken as kernels from En to En,,. Daley [9] stated (proof in Daley and Tong [lo] ) the special case of Corollary 5.3 obtained when { Xn} is a time-homogeneous Markov chain on a (totally ordered) subset of R. The special case when the E, are finite and totally ordered sets, was mentioned by KJort et al. [ 193. We give some examples illustrating the applicability of the results. EXAMPLE 2. Corollary 5.3 implies the result mentioned at the end of Harris [17] : Let Z be a finite set and let E be the collection of all subsets of Z. Suppose {X,,} is a monotone Markov chain on E such that conditional on X, = A, the events {a E X,, + I } are stochastically independent. Then (X,,> is associated. This follows from Corollary 5.3 since the given assumptions imply that k, is associated. In fact we might relax the assumption of "stochastically independent" to read instead "associated." which is associated by Theorem 4.1. Moreover, again by Theorem 4.1 we will have that (X0, . . . . X,) is associated if we can prove that (5.1) is increasing in z. But this follows from our assumptions and Proposition 1 in [22] . irreducible, aperiodic, and positive recurrent Markov chain (Xn);zO on a finite or countable totally ordered state space E. Let X0 be given the stationary distribution 7r of the chain. As far as the present author knows, there is an open question whether there exists a non-monotone k for which {X, f is associated. That there exists a non-monotone k for which (X,,,, X,,) are associated for each m and n is seen from the following example.
Let E= (0, 1, 2, 3) with total ordering, 0 < 16 2 < 3, and let k be the transition matrix.
with ZI having all rows equal to rc = (f, a, $, $), 9 -9 9 -9 -3 3 -3 3 -4 4 -4 4
and 0 -=z 1< 7/18. Then k is not monotone and we have k" = Z7+ il"Z for n = 1, 2, . . . . A direct computation shows that if X0 is distributed as R, then P(X, 2 y 1 X,, 2 x) is increasing in x for each fixed y, implying (by [ 123, see also Section 4) that X0 and X, are associated.
ASSOCIATION OF CONTINUOUS TIME PROCE%JES
Let E be a POP-space and let D, be the space of functions from [0, l] to E which are right-continuous and have left limits everywhere in [0, 11. The space D, becomes a POP-space when furnished with the Skorohod metric and the pointwise order f< g iff f(t) < g(r) for all t E [0, 1 ] (f, g E DE). In this section we will make frequent references to Billingsley [ 33, as most results he gives on the Skorohod metric for E = R carry over in a straightforward manner to the case of Polish spaces.
If t,, . ..) t, E [O, 11, then we let rc,,, ,.,, ,, denote the projection f-+ (f( t, ), . . . . f(tn)) from D, to E". Here F is the product E x E x . . . x E (n times). We shall also use the notation E" for the product of a countably infinite number of E's. The main result of this section is: THEOREM 6.1. Suppose E is a POP-space such that E" is normally In order to prove the theorem we need a couple of lemmas. Let %= {ro, rl, . . . } be the set of rational numbers in [O, l] and let 4: D, --) EB be given by d(f) = (f (r,,), f (rl), . ..). The first lemma is a generalized version of Lemma 1 in [22] (which proves only the case C = DE). The basic idea of the proof is, however, the same as in [22] . Moreover, there is an f E C with h = q5(f ). Now, for all k there is an fi with so(f, f,) d k-l, implying that he np= i uT=i B(k-', i). In order to prove that d(C) is a Bore1 set, it therefore suffices to prove that the reverse inclusion holds as well in (6.1). To see this, suppose h E nT=, Uy= I n;= I U(k-', j,n). Then for all k there is j such that for all IZ, h E U(k-',j, n). For given k, let jk be such that h E U(k-', jk, n) for all n, i.e., such that for all n there exists a ,4Lk)~ /1 with llnhk)ll d k-' and d(h(t),fi(AP)(t)))<k-' for all teT,. We shall prove that {fi,} is a Cauchy sequence w.r.t. sO. Let E > 0 be given and choose N > E-'. Then for u, v 2 N and any n we have
for all t E T,. But then Lemma 6.3 implies that s,(& &) < 6~ and consequently that {fi,} is a Cauchy sequence under sO. As D, is complete under s,,, there is a limit f = lim, _ o. hk, with f E C as C is closed. We are done if we prove that, if h is also in B, then h = d(f) (i.e., h(t) = 4(t) for all t E f ), which will imply h E 4(C).
There is for each k = 1, 2, . . . a yk E ,4 with
Let now t E f and choose n with t E T,, . Then and d d(h(t), jj$;k'(tN +d(f,,(np)(t)),f(n~k)oYk(t)))~2k-' +&3wJ
But then, and lim d(h(t),f(~~k'oyk(t)))=o k+m lim k-m dp' o yk( t) = t so h(t) =f(t) at all points of $ that are continuity points off: But then, as h E B and f is right-continuous, we must have h(t) =f(t) for all t E f, so h E b(C). This completes the proof. ..,q.Let now t E f and let n, be such that t E T,, for all n 2 n,. If A(t) E (si-, , si) and y(t) E (y,-1, yi), then there is an n' > n, such that ,l,.(t) E (si-,, si), yn,(t)~(yjPi, JJ,). But then
Thus for all but finitely many t E $ (the ones for which n(t) = si or y(t) = tj for some i, j) we have d(f(A(t)), g(y(t))) < 3s. This must then in fact hold for all t E [0, 1 ] by letting t, 1 t with t, E 9 (as f, g are right-continuous and A, y are increasing and continuous). But then sup W(t), g(yo~~'(t)))d3s and il$'II G llrll + IIA-'II = IIYII + II4 62E and the lemma is proved.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. "Only if" follows from Theorem 3.2. Thus we need only prove "if." Let P* be the measure on EB induced by P, i.e., P*(A) = P(&'(A)) for all Bore1 sets A in E". Let P~,,,,,,~,: E" -+ E" be defined by P,,. _._. ,Jh) = (h(t, 1, . . . . h( t,)) when I,, . . . . t, E 8. Then for any set U E B(E") we have p*P;,l_.. ,,W) = m-'P,,'._., ,,w = PT;,'..., ,,(V as clearly II,, . . . . I, = p,,, . . . . ,,oq5 for t,, . . . . r,? E 2. Thus the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 imply that the finite-dimensional distributions of P* are associated. As Ey is, again by assumption, normally ordered, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that P* is associated.
Observe that for any subset C of D, we have d-'&C) = C' and thus if C is closed we have p*(d(c)) = p(aw)) = P(C). The left inclusion is trivial, so suppose h E &DE) n Inc(K). Then there is an feD, with h(t)=f(t) for all tEj and there is a h*EK with h>h*. As h*EqS(C) there is an f*eC with h*(t)=f*(t) for all tef. But then f(t) 2 f*(t) for all t E f so that f > f * in D,, which implies f e C (as C is increasing) or equivalently h E d(C). Note that Inc(K) is compact generated and hence measurable (Section 2).
Let now C,, C2 be two closed sets in j(D,) and let E> 0. Let K,, K2 be compact sets defined from C1 , C2 (respectively) in the same manner as K is defined from C above. As 4 is l-l we have & C1 n C,) = q5(C,) n cj(C,). Note also that (6.4) implies P*(b(C,) n&C,)) -P*(K, n K2) < 2.s, which again by (6.5) implies P* (&D,) n Inc(K,) n Inc(K,)) -P*(K, n K2) < 2~. (6.6) From the fact that P*(&D,)) = P(D,) = 1 and using (6.3)-(6.6) we obtain
-IIP*(Wd n InWG)) + EICP*(WJ n Id&)) + ~1
where the last inequality follows since P* is associated. Thus, as E > 0 was arbitrarily chosen, P(C, n C,) -P(C,) P(C,) > 0 and it follows that P is associated.
Remark. The assumption that the infinite product E" is normally ordered is, by Theorem 5.2, satisfied if E satisfies conditions (Nl) and (N2) in Section 2. Theorem 6.1 can be given a much shorter proof if it is assumed that D, is itself normally ordered. We will sketch the argument for this case. However, it seems difficult to prove that D, is normally ordered starting from reasonably general assumptions on E.
Let Now furnish En+ ' with the measure P(") = Pn 7,: ,") and let P, = P(")f; 1 E A(DE). Then the PC") are associated by ass&$&n and hence the P, are also associated by Theorem 3.2. Thus we are done (Theorem 3.5) if we can prove that P, * P, i.e., X, E-X, where X is a random element on D, with distribution P and X, is the random element given by X,(6 0) = 1 X( r y, 0); rygt<r;"+), (i=O, l,...) n-l) X(1, w); t= 1.
To prove that X,*X is now a fairly simple exercise using results from Chapter 3 in [3] .
Following [22] we shall call a collection K= {k,,, ,,_, ," E .%(E"-', E): o<t,< ... < t, < 1; n 2 2) a DKfamily if there exists a stochastic process for all n = 2, 3, . . . . x,, . . . . x, _ , E E; BE S?(E). In the case of Markov processes, the kernels k above of course depend only on t,-i, t,, x,-i, and B. COROLLARY 6.4. If K is a Dgfamily and E" is normally ordered, then the corresponding process {X(t) } .
IS associated provided the distribution P, of X(0) is associated and the members of K are all monotone and associated.
Proof. The distribution of (X(O), X( ti), . . . . X(t,)) is given by PO * ko,,, * ko,,,,tz * ... * ko,t,,t~ ,_._, t,,' which is associated by Theorem 4.1. The result then follows from Theorem 6.1.
The special case obtained when E is finite and totally ordered and (X(t) ) is a non-homogeneous Markov chain on E was considered by Hjort et al. [ 191, giving sufficient conditions for association in terms of the infinitesimal transition matrices. When E is finite and partially ordered and {X(t)> is monotone and time-homogeneous, we have the following result due to Harris [17] (a new proof was recently given by Cox [7] ): {X(t)} is associated for all associated initial distributions iff each jump of {X(t)} is up or down, i.e., a jump from x E E is always to a y with y < x or y > x. A generalization of Harris' inequality to the non-homogeneous case is given in [23].
AN APPLICATION TO MIXTURES OF STATISTICAL EXPERIMENTS
Let 8X = {X, S,; P,: 6' E O} denote a statistical experiment in which a random element X taking values in some space S, is to be observed, where the distribution P, of X depends on an unknown parameter 8 with value in
